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Introduction
►Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (2015): ‘it is

important that lecturers know how to utilize and reuse a
wide range of online educational resources.’
►Challenge: select materials in such a way that they match course

topic, prior knowledge, and proficiency level, and structure them
in order to support students’ learning.
(e.g. Bijsterveld, 2013; Lowyck & Terwel, 2009; Littlejohn, 2011)
►Selecting and structuring: curation.

Curation
►In museums a curator selects artefacts, structures them into an

exhibition and puts up the signs that explain and contextualize what the
museum visitor sees (Balzer, 2015).
►Curation is more than just selection. Bhaskar (2016, p. 6):

Curation is ‘the ensemble of activities that goes beyond
selecting and arranging to blend with refining and displaying,
explaining and simplifying, categorizing and organising.’

Curation
►The notion of lecturers as curators has been introduced by

Siemens (2007), and others since have agreed that the task
of providing resources is remarkably similar to the task of
curators in museums (e.g. Anderson, 2015).
►In this study, curation is defined as selecting and structuring

resources for educational purposes, as well as providing students
with context and coherence.

Behavior
►Curation can be seen as behavior that is demonstrated by lecturers.
►Ajzen’s (1991) Theory of Planned Behavior: an individual’s

behavioral intentions and behaviors are shaped by:
► attitude toward behavior
► subjective norms
► perceived behavioral control

Ajzen’s (1991) Theory of Planned Behavior (figure from Maio et al. 2007)

Methods
Research question:
►What curational behavior do lecturers in higher education
demonstrate when using educational resources, and how is this
behavior shaped?
Method: literature review
Sample selection: using a step by step approach (Moher et al
(2009), articles were identified, screened, and assessed for
eligibility.

Eligibility

Screening

Identification

Methods: sample selection
Database
search 1:
n=124

Database
search 2:
n=421

Excluded
duplicates:
n=39

Records identified:
n=506

Screened n=506
based on title & abstract

Records
excluded:
n=388

Records left:
n=118

Assessed n=118
based on abstract & full article

Records
excluded:
n=88

Records included
in review: n=30

+

= n=545

Methods: analysis of articles
1. First inventory of articles (year of publication, location, research method).
2. Determined the main conclusion of each article.
3. Linked each article’s conclusion to one of the areas

of Ajzen’s Theory of Planned Behavior:
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► Three case studies.
► Describe the outcome of the behavior of curating as positive:

► Flintoff et al (2014): curation facilitates cooperation, curators

can be thought leaders
► Montgomery et al (2015): it is important to use multiple forms of

resources to activate engagement, scaffolding is needed for
deeper understanding
► Nielsen (2014): notions of curation help teachers when

scaffolding activities
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Initial findings: subjective norm
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► Two surveys and three case studies.
► Describe how the norms of three different groups are of influence:

► Students

(Barbera et al (2017); Sohrabi & Iraj (2016))
► Experts

(McGuire (2014); Algers & Fletcher (2015))
► Societal/state norms

(Algers & Fletcher (2015); Nikova (2016))
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► Five surveys and two case studies.
► Give insights into the extent to which lecturers are able to/report being

able to perform curational behavior.
► Lecturers are the ones who can best assess pedagogical quality of

resources (Gros & Lopez (2016); King (2017)).
► Reported barriers in performing the behavior are:

► Limited knowledge of copyright issues (San (2015); Tobias (2009))
► Limited knowledge of (technological) tools and resources (Tobias

(2009); Miller (2009))
► Lack of time/too much effort (Tobias (2009); Miller (2009); Mtebe &
Raisamo (2014))
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► No articles were identified that focused on lecturers’ intentions in

curating resources.
► One article (Mtebe & Raisamo, 2014) names intentions in title,

but looks at underlying constructs, identifying mainly effort
expectancy as an influencer of intentions, therefore effectively
focusing on perceived behavioral control.

ATTITUDE

Initial findings: behavior (1/2)
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► Six surveys, three studies using other methods

► Focus on the selection of resources
► Criteria when selecting (Feldman-Maggor et al., 2015; Hanley et

al., 2016; Santos Hermosa, 2014)
► Reliability, also based on peer review
► Current
► Pedagogical quality
► Visual contribution (design)
► Fit with course objectives
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► Type of resources selected

► Bonk et al: video, forums, lectures, readings, quizzes
► Hu et al: resources that have lower cognitive demands
► Lecturers prefer working with their own materials

(Ni She, 2017; Kolling da Rocha, 2018; Santos Hermosa, 2014)

Preliminary conclusion & discussion
► There is little research into curation of educational resources in higher

education.
► Curation entails more than just selection, yet most studies of behavior

focus on selection and don’t say much about structuring and
providing context and coherence.
► The focus in exististing research seems to be on reported behavior

and behavioral control; there seems to be a gap when it comes
to studying behavior as a whole.
► The existing research mainly consists of surveys and case studies;

a qualitative approach seems to be lacking.
► Conceptual articles still need to be considered: how do they link?

Next steps
Contribute to filling the gap in research: look into lecturers’ curational behavior as
a whole: behavior, intentions and beliefs.
► Study 1: interview lecturers about their intentions and behavior
► Study 2: short term longitudinal study, following lecturers in curational process
► Study 3: design and test model that reflects lecturers’ curational behavior
► Study 4: design and pilot intervention that supports lecturers’ curation

Study 1
Study 3
Study 2

Study 4
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